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ABSTRACT
This paper describes severe, broadband, radio frequency
interference from L-band ALOS PALSAR images acquired near Barrow, Alaska, that is shown to be the result of a military over-the-horizon radar system. We introduce the specifics of the interfering signal and show
that the standard level 1.1 processing procedure is insufficient to remove its influence. A new approach for filtering this interferences is presented and its performance is
analysed by a cross comparison with reference methods.
The capabilities of the new correction method are emphasised by presenting several before-and-after Pauli RGB
images and clustering results to clearly show the interference problem and the subsequent filtering improvement.
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1.

INTRODUCTION

Monitoring of sea ice cover is currently of high global
importance and satellite-borne synthetic aperture radar
(SAR) systems are particularly well suited to this task because of their cloud penetrating ability and broad coverage. L-band SAR systems have greater surface penetration and are sensitive to textural variation on a larger scale
than C-band systems, due to their longer wavelength, and
polarimetric imagery has been shown to be beneficial for
distinguishing some ice types. Therefore, ALOS PALSAR L-band quad-pol imagery would be ideal to investigate sea ice classification where the thickness and large
scale structures are of importance for ice mapping and
climate research.
However, we found that most PALSAR images acquired
near the important sea ice research station at Barrow,
Alaska, were so severely affected by radio frequency interference as to become useless for image classification.
The Pauli decomposition RGB images show clear and extreme colour variation that slowly changes with azimuth
across the images. The extent of variation is far greater

than the polarimetric differences between ice types, making them un-usable for classification and any polarimetric
decomposition interpretation.
Our investigations show that the interference is caused
by a military radar station of the North Warning System (NWS), located in Barrow. The NWS consists of 15
long-range L-band radars and 39 short-range radars and
stretches over 4,800 kilometre from Alaska, via Canada,
to Greenland. Its long-range stations are equipped
with AN/FPS-117 phase array, three-dimensional search
radars that have a maximum one-way range of 400km and
are operating across 18 channels in the 1215-1400 MHz
band. For comparison, the centre frequency of PALSAR
is 1270 MHz. These broadband interference pulses, in
the same range as PALSAR, were not identified and filtered by the standard processing system, and their influence had been integrated into the level 1.1 product. A
filtering algorithm is proposed that identifies radio frequency interference (RFI) signatures in the range compressed level 1.0 data and is capable of restoring the full
image quality of affected data.
The following sections will present the motivation for the
filter and observed characteristics of the interference signals in Sec. 2, the proposed azimuthal filtering method
in Sec. 3, detailed correction results in Sec. 4, and finish
with some conclusions.

2.

MOTIVATION AND OBSERVATIONS

The motivation for this work is most clearly displayed
in Pauli RGB images derived from the PALSAR scenes
near Barrow, Alaska, in April 2009. Fig. 1 shows two
such scenes with visible polarimetric colour variation
over regions that appear to be the same types of ice
floes. The colour change from pink to blue in the top image would indicate completely different scattering mechanisms, from double-bounce dominant to single-bounce
surface scattering dominant, and seems unrealistic. The
fact that the interference is only in the azimuth direction,
rather than following the natural ice floe edges also indicates that this is an un-natural effect. The lower image
also shows strong image artefacts and small scale variation that introduces noise into the image classification
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Figure 2. Azimuth-time, range-frequency, defocussed image of interference influence. The strong vertical striping
and the blurred rectangular pulses are from high powered
radio frequency interference.
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Figure 1. Pauli RGB images of sea ice near Barrow,
Alaska. Note the unrealistic polarimetric colour variation, from pink to blue, over similar looking sea ice floes
and the green banded imaging artefacts.
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results. For example, the green banded pattern over the
dark area that is in fact a coastal lake.
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Initial characterisation of the interference was performed
by reverse engineering the level 1.1 SLC image using
Fourier transforms and defocussing phase functions as
described in [1]. The expectation was to find several well
defined interference spikes that could be notch filtered out
and then refocus the image. The actual observed defocussed time-frequency plot, in Fig. 2, showed far more
severe interference with vertical stripes and blurred rectangular pulses. This image was not amenable to notch filtering as the interference is blended throughout the whole
image.
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Further analysis of the averaged antenna patterns, Fig. 3,
shows severe high powered broadband interference that
varies over time and from channel to channel. Attempts
were made to estimate and subtract this interference, but
the results were unsuitable and rather blurred. It seems
that the high powered interference has become blended
into the actual signal during the initial operational processing, leaving the slowly changing mean interference
signal as the visible azimuth varying effect, and cannot
be cleanly removed from the level 1.1 signal.

Figure 3. Antenna patterns (range-frequency): ideal pattern, top, and HH and VV pattern for four different azimuth locations along an actual corrupted scene. Note
that the interference is high powered, broadband, time
varying and different for each channel.

The characterised power levels and frequency ranges involved lead to identifying the source as a military overthe-horizon radar system that is part of the North Warning
System, previously the DEW-line network. The North
Warning System is a network of high powered, short and

long range 3-D scanning radars, in L-band, with stations
spread across the entire arctic coast of North America
from Alaska to Greenland, as shown in Fig. 4. One long
range station is situated exactly at Point Barrow where
our observed interference occurred.

HH pattern

VV pattern

The military radar specifications closely match the observed frequency characteristics, in that the radar operates in L-band
and randomly hops among 18 channels
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causing most of the interference signatures to remain in
the processed, operational products.
The standard PALSAR processor analyses blocks of 256
azimuth lines, Fourier transforms in range, averages
the range-frequency spectra in azimuth, filters narrow
anomalies in the range-frequency direction, and adjust
the overall gain if necessary. The observed broadband
interference signals remain because of their broadband
nature in range-frequency and dilution by azimuth averaging. The interference signal will be effectively defocussed during image focussing, leaving the varying
mean background as the visible manifestation. The residual interference effect is most noticeable in the cross-pol
channels because of their lower signal strengths.
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Figure 4. The North Warning System network of radar
stations, from Alaska to Canada to Greenland.
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AN/FPS-117 Long Range Radar (Lockheed-Martin)
- 3-D (azimuth-range-height) phased array antenna,
electronic beam steering
-

3.

PROPOSED AZIMUTHAL FILTERING

The high power, narrow in azimuth time and wide bandwidth characteristics of the interference lead to the proposed azimuth filtering scheme, which should be applied
in addition to the operational range filtering scheme.
The proposed workflow is:
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- L-band frequency range of 1215-1400 MHz
(PALSAR fc : 1270 MHz)
•F Range FFT
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- Low power, long range (up to 450km)
• Detection of interference by local outlier analysis
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• Notch filtering by removal of detected outliers
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Subsequent
investigation of level 1.0 imagery
revealed
sharp interference “spikes” that were far more amenable
to notch filtering and correction. The main observed characteristic was that the “spikes” were broad in bandwidth,
narrow in azimuth time, and randomly hopped in frequency in a similar timing and width as the North Warning System specifications.
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As explained in the following paragraph, the signal characteristics are not compatible with the RFI filtering procedures employed in the operational PALSAR processor,
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Figure 5. Effect of proposed azimuth notch filter for an
example range-frequency line.
The effect is clearly visible in an example frequency slice
shown in Fig. 5 with the original “spiked” signal and
the azimuth notch filtered signal. The images are subsequently refocussed to the SLC data level.
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Figure 6. HH unfiltered, operational filtered, and new
azimuthal filtered focussed images. Operational filter not
bad for HH channel, but azimuthal corrections sharper
overall.
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CORRECTION RESULTS

The correction results are portrayed by showing the unfiltered, operational filtered, and proposed azimuth filtered
images for both HH and HV polarisation channels, in
Fig. 6 and 7.
Fig. 6 shows a clear improvement in both the operational
filter and azimuthal notch filter for the HH polarisation
channel, with the azimuthal filtering resulting in a sharper
image. Fig. 7 shows that the operational range filter is insufficient to clean up the banded pattern, a clear image
artefact, whereas the azimuthal filtering seems to completely remove the interference effects.

11

Figure 7. HV unfiltered, operational filtered, and new azimuthal filtered focussed images. Operational filter does
not remove all patterned image artefacts, but azimuthal
filter restores full image quality.
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The correction effectiveness can also be seen with the
“before-and-after” Pauli RGB images in Fig. 8. The azimuth colour variation is corrected to virtually “flat” Pauli
RGB images which also have more polarimetric colour
distinction of ice classes.
As mentioned in the introduction, our initial objective
was to classify sea ice types from the PALSAR images.
Fig. 9 and Fig. 10 show Pauli RGB and clustered colour
images for both the operational product and the new azimuth filtered product. It is evident that the clustering has
less distinction and much more blurred class boundaries
in the operational images than in the azimuth filtered images. We therefore claim that the proposed azimuth filtering has successfully mitigated the interference problem.
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Correction Results – Polarimetric Signature
PALSAR PLR21.5: Orbit: 16837; Frame: 1440

Location
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Correction Results – Polarimetric Signature

10, Zurich, CH

PALSAR PLR21.5: Orbit: 17012; Frame: 1450
Pauli Decomposition

Pauli Decomposition

Before Notch Filtering

After Notch Filtering
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0, Zurich, CH

Pauli Decomposition

Pauli Decomposition

Before Notch Filtering
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Figure 8. Two Before-and-after Pauli RGB images showing flat response and improved polarimetric distinction.
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Original Pauli RGB

Clustered original image

New Pauli RGB

Clustered new image

Figure 9. Clustering example 1: Before-and-after Pauli RGB images, and before-and-after segmented class images. The
proposed filtering algorithm results in flatter response, sharper detail and better defined clusters than the original image.

Original Pauli RGB

Clustered original image

New Pauli RGB

Clustered new image

Figure 10. Clustering example 2: Before-and-after Pauli RGB images and segmented class images. The azimuth filtered
image has more polarimetric (colour) distinction and the segmented class image has more detail and has similarly classed
ice floes across the whole image (e.g. the yellow patches), whereas the operational image has less detail and a band of
extra classes in the middle, with the same (yellow in new image) ice floes classed as pink, then blue, then pink again.

Likely Locations with RFI Issues in L-Band
RFI interferences mapped by SMOS
North Warning System Stations

Figure 11. Radio Frequency Interference hotspots as observed by the SMOS passive microwave sensor. This azimuthal
correction scheme may have wider application.
August 2010, Zurich, CH
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The characteristics of the interference signal are temporally narrow, high-powered, wide bandwidth interference with a randomly changing centre frequency. This
matches the specifications of the North Warning System
over-the-horizon military radar system that is also located
at Point Barrow, such that we are confident this is the
source of the problem.
We showed that the current operational PALSAR processing scheme is insufficient to remove this interference
and that the severe interference signal is integrated into
the level 1.1 SLC image, and requiring that a level 1.0
filtering scheme be developed. The proposed approach
is to identify and remove the broadband interference by
processing in an azimuthal direction, as an addition to
the standard operational filtering. The strong RFI effects
observed in PALSAR scenes appear to have been completely removed with the proposed technique.
The real data examples demonstrate the effectiveness of
this approach and make the PALSAR scenes suitable
for subsequent image segmentation near Barrow, Alaska.
The approach potentially has wider application if other
known RFI sites, see Fig. 11, have similar interference
characteristics.

